COALFANG
As usual I’ve primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and white zentihal highlights applied from above:

I’ve also provided a white
dry brush to help bring out
the texture of the fur:

To paint Coalfang I’ve chosen to use the Skeleton Horde Contrast Colour for the shorter areas of fur, and
Gore-Grunta Fur for the longer areas of fur:

These should be applied neat, and can be wet blended a little where the colours meet:

This gives us a rich, russet tone - nicely matching the brief description of the beast in the “Hunt for the Ember
Crown” campaign...

I’m now painting the teeth and claws with some slightly-thinned Black:

For the arrow shafts I’m uisng Flat
Brown mixed with a little Black:

Here I’ve noticed that I’ve accidentally painted the left ear with the ...and now applying some Skeleton
And I’m using Buff for the fletching:
darker colour, so I’m just repainting
Horde:
it with a pale grey...

I’m now shading the arrows with a Nuln Oil and Aggrax Earthshade mix:

And I’m painting the nose - which I
missed earlier - in Black:

I’m now mixing some of the Gore-Grunta Fur into some Buff, which I’m
then using to provide a few highlights for some of the more prominent
tufts of fur on the top and sides of the beast:

Next I’m going to highlight the
teeth and claws by mixing some
Buff and some White into some
Black in a few stages:

I’m going up to nearly pure white,
but keeping the highlights tightly
focused:

This will hopefully give the impression that the claws are a shiny black:

I’m now providing a few quick highlights to the arrow shafts using Flat
Brown mixed with some Buff:

And I’m using Buff mixed with some
White to give some edge highlights
to the fletching:

I’ve now painted the eyes with pure White:

And after dotting in some pupils in Black, I’m glazing over some Fluorescent Yellow:

I’ve now chosen to mix a little Black Templar into some Flesh Tearers Red, which I’m thinning with a little Contrast Medium, and I’m using this to provide some blood where Coalfang has been shot:

I’m now freely mixing some grey tones using Black and White, but also
with some other tones like Refractive Green, and Buff for the lighter areas
etc. to paint the rocks on the base:

Here I’m doing a little dry brushing to pick out the edges with some Buff,
and I’ve also added a few drops of blood:

As usual, I’m providing some texture usind Vallejo’s Dark Earth basing Whilst that dries, I’ve chosen to add
paste, along with a cork rock or two...
a little more blood:

And I’m using some Buff mixed
with White to add a few highlights
to the face:

I’m also highlighting the nose And after providing a dry brush and some Shade to the earth, I’ve added a
(which I missed once again!):
few tufts of grass by Gamers Grass:

And this completes Coalfang!

PAINT LIST
Vallejo Model Color paints:
Flat Brown
Black
White
Buff
Fluorescent Yellow
Refractive Green
Citadel Paints:
Gore-Grunta Fur
Skeleton Hord
Flesh Tearers Red
Black Templar
Nuln Oil
Agrax Earthshade

